
Content Filtering Protection Postmarked Delivery

Meet your HIPAA/GDPR/PII security requirements with the click of a button. 
Trustifi’s easy-to-use email encryption service features an array of security 

and productivity tools that benefit businesses of all-sizes, providing the 
ultimate in email protection.

Trustifi uses 256 bit military 
grade encryption to protect 
your sensitive emails and 
attachments for secure 
end-to-end delivery, for 
peace of mind that your 
messages will only be read by 
its intended recipients.

Trustifi’s true direct delivery 
of encrypted messages and 
attachments means your 
recipients won’t need to 
register for an account, open 
a web browser, or otherwise 
leave their inbox to access 
your secure message. 

Ironclad 
Protection

Ease of Use

With Trustifi, your emails are 
legally Postmarked with easy 
access to your records of 
email delivery, opening and 
content delivered, giving you 
the upper hand, if and when 
a recipient ever claims they 
never received the email.

Judicial Proof 
Records

Business professionals need to communicate with customers and 
clients in a accurate manner, often under pressure to perform in 
quick time frame, while at the same time maintaining compliance 
with privacy laws, eliminating Errors and Omissions (E&O) liability 
exposure, all the while keeping a veri�able record of email and client 
transactions. These privacy mandates may seem challenging and 
contradictory, yet they are remarkably easy to achieve with Trusti�.

Trusti� makes it easy for business professionals to perform at the 
highest and most professional levels by providing an all-in-one email 
service that works seamlessly with, Microsoft Outlook, Gmail, and 
other web applications, allowing your company access to best in class 
security and productivity options for email, all with the click of a 
button. Military grade encryption has never been so easy.

www.trustifi.com

Encrypted Email

MILITARY GRADE ENCRYPTION

Larry, you need to check out Trustifi’s service.

It is the best!

Regards,
Bill 

Larry Evans 

kcosgrove@scdp.com 

Trustifi Email Encryption 



1635 Village Center Circle, Suite 160
Las Vegas, NV 89134

1-877-404-8525
www.trusti�.com

sales@trusti�corp.com

Features and Benefits

Delivers encrypted message content directly to recipient’s inbox, 
unlike store & forward systems.

Email content and attachments are automatically scanned for  
sensitive and private information, to ensure encrypted delivery even 
when the encryption feature is not selected.

Email documents in need of an electronic signature or signo� 
including extra large �les that usually get stuck in a sender’s outbox.

Military strength encryption with postmarked delivery proves 
compliance with data privacy mandates, deadlines for notices, and 
digital signature laws. 

Recipients are able to open encrypted emails with ease without 
downloading or using special software to receive and open.

Count on Trusti� for your businesses communication success. Learn more at: www.trusti�.com

Business professionals continually face new pressures from clients and partners to ensure private email communications 
remain secure. By providing the missing security gap in email communication, Trusti� o�ers customers military grade 
email encryption, security, and accountability in a simple, cost-e�ective solution. Businesses use the Trusti� service for 
critical correspondence including con�dential client communications, secure transmission of Personally Identi�able 
Information (PII), legal agreements and contracts sent for signature. Only with Trusti� do you receive back a postmarked 
certi�ed email receipt for important record keeping. 
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Each attachment is signed
by user private key and 
cannot be seen by anyone.

Check recipient authentication
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HOW TRUSTIFI WORKS


